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The Other Press is run as a collective 
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magazine) during the summer. 
We receive our funding from a student 
levy collected every semester at registra-
tion, and from local and national adver-
tising revenue. The Other Press is a mem-
ber of the Canadian University Press 
(CUP), a cooperative of student newspa-
pers from across Canada. We adhere to 
CUP's Statement of Common Principles 
and Code of Ethics--except when it suits 
us not to. The Other Press reserves the 
right to choose what to publish, and will 
not publish material that is racist, sexist, 
or homophobic. Submissions may be 
edited for clarity and brevity if necessary. 
Ali images are copyright to their 
respective owners. 
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Tuition Hikes Eating Into Student Budgets: Survey 
Food Banks Link Increased Use to Higher Fees 
Agnes Gulbinowicz 
The Peak, Simon Fraser University 
BURNABY, BC (CUP)-The starving student is 
much more than a tired cliche, say two national 
advocacy groups. 
The results of a survey released by the Canadian 
Association of Food Banks (CAFB) and the 
Canadian Alliance of Student Associations (CASA) 
suggest there is a strong link between rising tuition 
costs and an increase in the ':lse of campus food 
banks. 
Forty-six of the 51 campuses across the country 
that house student food banks responded to the 
Campus HungerCount 2004 survey. 
Ninety percent of respondents cited the rising 
costs of post-secondary education as the reason a 
food bank was opened on their campus. The survey 
also found the average year student food banks 
began operating was 1996, halfway through the 
1991-2001 decade, which saw a 135.4 percent hike 
in tuition fees across Canada. The tuition increases 
corresponded to the federal government's unprece-
dented cuts to social programs, including post-sec-
ondary education. 
"We strongly believe that the rise in campus-
based food banks is the result of a crisis in the fund-
ing of post-secondary education, and it is an issue 
that must be addressed by whichever party forms 
the government on June 28," said Charles Seiden, 
CAFB executive director, in a press release. 
Negar Behmardi, coordinator of the Simon 
Fraser University Food Bank, agrees. 
"I believe if the federal government puts more 
money into post-secondary education, then we 
might be able to decrease the number of food bank 
users," Behmardi said. 
Since joining the SFU Food Bank in 2001, 
Behmardi has seen a dramatic rise in the number of 
students using the food bank's services. 
In 2002, the year of the first 30 percent fee 
increase at SFU since the BC government ended a 
tuition freeze, the number of users jumped from 
333 to 738. 
''As tuition fees increase, so does the need for the 
food bank," Behmardi said. 
But increased tuition costs are not the only factor 
contributing to student hunger; a lack of financial 
support is compounding the problem. The survey 
found 80 percent of student food bank users sup-
Port Moody's Goldin SjJiltff 
Kim Meier 
David Lam Representative 
lvery year from Jt.lly l-4, P<;>.t;t Moody celebrates 
Golden Spike Days. This four-My festival com-
mem<;>rates the railroad history ofPort Moody; 
P<>tt.lvr<:>ody was established as a town in 1&59 
~ .•• named fqr Colonel Richard Moody1 rom-
mandet •o£the Royal Engineers. Originally serv-
ing as additional defense for New W~in~r, 
the then ~pital . of British. C<:>hu:nbi~~ l.>ort 
J~J.oody grew significantly as a result of the gold 
.rush. 
Nova Scotia, 
~ntario had .~""''J'-"•"'r 
.D6mtnion 
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Minister John A. 
British colony of BC 
tion. In 1879, as one 
port themselves through loans and jobs, suggesting 
loan sizes are inadequate to meet students' most 
basic needs. 
According to the Canada Student Loans 
Program, the average undergraduate student receiv- 1 
ing maximum loan amounts has $3,500 of unmet 
need. This figure rises to $6,500 for master's stu-
dents. 
Although the situation is dire, it seems to be 
improving. In 2003, students made up 3.4 percent 
of all food bank clients in Canada, down sharply 
from 9.6 percent the year before. The same year at 
SFU, the number of food bank clients decreased to 
527. 
But the CASA and the CAFB warn that the lower 
figures do not necessarily reflect a more positive 
reality. There is a strong possibility that students 
who are most likely to use food banks are simply 
being left out of the post-secondary system due to 
the ever-increasing costs. 
Both groups are urging the federal government to 
increase post-secondary education funding by $3.9 
billion annually to reduce the burden of university 
operations costs passed on to students. The organi-
sations are calling for a restoration of funding to 
pre-1995 levels, before the unprecedented cuts to 
transfer payments to the provinces for social pro-
warns were made. 
course, all-star Canadian 70's rock leg-
en erformed on July kicking o·ff 
the festival. 
. Visit the .. "'"•LlVd..l'" webs.ure 
spikedays. qc. ci> 
next year's activities. 
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Campfire Ban in the Coastal Regions 
Kerry Evans 
News Editor 
The ban went into effect at midnight 
June 24, 2004. Campfires are now 
prohibited in the entire Coastal Fire 
Centre. How long will it last? Starr 
Monroe, Fire Information Officer 
for the Coastal Fire Centre said, "It 
could be in place until October. 
Some areas may get pulled if their 
fire danger rating goes low enough." 
The ban includes open fires of any 
kind, including those for cooking, 
warmth, or ceremonial purposes. 
However, the ban does not apply to 
Indian reserves and private camp-
sites. The Coastal Fire Centre has 
recommended that the reserves and 
private sites follow the ban voluntar-
ily. If a fire is caused they will be held 
liable. At this time some of them 
have fallen into accordance with the 
ban. "Some even put the ban on 
before our official ban start date," 
said Monroe. 
The ban is necessary because of the 
province's extreme drying conditions 
and challenging forest fires. Last year 
. the campfire ban was not imple-
mented until late July, but because of 
the current dire situation it was cru-
cial for the Coast Fire Centre to take 
action now. "Putting on the campfire 
ban uses a lot of resources but it is 
necessary," said Monroe. 
Monroe hopes that their current 
education campaign, which teaches 
people how to safely have campfires, 
will make a significant difference. 
The campfire ban is just one attempt 
to stop, further human-initiated for-
est fires from occurring. 
Dispatch From Suburbia 
BC's Royal City Still Practices The Three C's of Small Town Politics 
NEW WESTMINSTER, BC, June 22, 2004. 
Cordial, car~ful, and controlled-Tuesday night's 
federal election all-candidates meeting for the 
newly created riding of Burnaby-New 
Westminster was a subdued affair attended by 
fewer than 100 people, mostly partisan camp fol-
lowers from each of the five candidates in atten-
dance: Dana Green, Canadian Action Party; Peter 
Julian, NDP; Rev Kunz, Green Party; Mary 
Pynenburg, Liberal Party, and Mike Redmond, 
Conserv-atives. In classic New Westminster fash-
ion, everyone seemed to know everyone else-tra-
ditionally, this area has seen provincial New 
Democrats often votirig Reform-Alliance and even 
Liberal in federal elections. 
New Westminster, split in half by the new elec-
toral boundary changes and grafted onto south 
Burnaby, might be poised to revert to its federal 
New Democrat roots. This is former NDP MP 
Dawn Black country and before her, the much 
admired late Dr. Pauline Jewett. Since 1993, 
Reform-Alliance Paul Forseth has carried the area 
by a wide margin. But Forseth now fights for re-
election in the neighbouring riding of New 
Westminster-Coquitlam. 
Amiably moderated by civic-minded local 
lawyer, Terry Hewitt, and sponsored by the New 
Westminster Chamber of Commerce and 
Downtown Business Improvement Association, 
Tuesday's meeting saw little raw debate and sever-
al of the candidates declined to debate key election 
issues with much force. 
With less than one week before Election Day, 
perhaps candidates were suffering from "campaign 
fatigue." Certainly the decision to avoid a formal 
question period robbed the event of drama. But 
in the air-conditioned splendour of the Burr 
Theatre, audience members seemed happy 
enough, meting out generous applause to each of 
the three leading candidates: Pynenburg for the 
Liberals, Julian for the NDP and Redmond for the 
newly minted Tories. 
City of New Westminster Planner Ms. 
Pynenburg enjoyed the benefit of two male sup-
porters who determinedly gave hearty handclaps 
to even her weaker responses. Pynenburg consis-
tently referred to her speaking notes and often 
seemed fixated on prepared statements. This was 
in contrast to Julian, a former Douglas College 
student, who spoke directly to the audience and 
approached the lip of the stage wielding a hand-
held microphone with aplomb. The son of long-
time New Westminster residents, Julian is in a 
tight three-way race with both Pynenburg's 
Liberals as well as the Conservative Party, which is 
represented by lawyer and executive Mike 
Redman. The two junior candidates, Rev Kunz for 
the Green Party and Dana Green for the Canadian 
Action Party, were able to field most of the issue-
related questions, although the Green party candi-
date often stumbled in her responses. The difficul-
ty for all candidates this summer evening seemed 
to be in finding ways to disagree with each other: 
each spoke in favour of preserving medicare, sav-
ing the environment, and keeping government 
honest and acco'untable. A pity that Peter 
Horvath, owner of a local sandwich shop and 
Communist Party candidate, was unable to 
attend. 
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Why Do We Wait for Canada Day? 
Brandon Ferguson 
OP Contributor 
Why do we wait for Canada Day to 
barbeque? Play sports? Meet with 
friends, family, and loved ones in an 
OJ1tdoor orgy of good times and well 
wishes? 
Because we live in a secluded global 
community. 
Alas, it's not deep and depressing 
thoughts that bring me here today. I 
just thought I'd start with an ob rva-
tion and a comment before I get to 
the topic that I want to speak bout. 
I want to s.peak about Terry Betts, 
one of the greatest women to ever 
throw a Canada Day party. I'd like 
you all to meet her, and someday you 
will. I hope it's not soon though, bu 
you'll still be glad when you do. 
I grew up playing ports with her 
sons, Marty and Colin. Marty was my 
best friend as a youngster; a friend-
ship, we're told, that was more 
arranged than fateful. Mrs. Betts 
walked down the street that her fami-
ly shared with mine, knocking on 
doors, looking for playmates. My 
Momsie, God love her, answered the 
door. 
What does this have to do with 
sports? What does this have to do 
with Canada Day? Everything and 
everything, thanks for asking. 
When you're just a wee lad, barely 
knee high to the grass, every day is 
about sports. I would run up to the 
Betts' house, or I'd ride my bike up, 
carrying a hockey stick, my soccer 
cleats, a baseball glove, a football-
any sporting equipment I thought 
might be needed. Much as a woman 
feels her most whole when wearing 
her favourite bra, little boys feel 
they're most powerful when using 
their lucky hockey stick, their golqen 
glove, or whatever. 
We lived in a small neighbourhood, 
and for Coquitlam residents who 
remember, this was back when 
Hickey St. was still dirt and Austin 
Avenue had just been paved. I'm pret-
ty sure we got our mail by Pony 
Express. 
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The Betts' moved into a new house 
up the newly paved street. Their new 
house had three floors-mammoth 
by our humble two-storey standards. 
In the basement of their new house 
we'd play indoor hockey, soccer, even 
the occasional game of tag. In the 
backyatd we'd play basketball, bad-
minton, football even the occasional 
~e of tag. Mrs. Bettt would make 
us lunch, bring out lemonade, and 
make life all around easy for us little 
shits. She wouldn't even get gry 
when we inevit-ably made a mess. 
One of our parents' favourite pictures 
is of Marty and I, sprawled out on the 
kitch-en floor, having dumped an 
entire box of Raisin Bran onto the 
linoleum. Why? How the hell else 
would you propose we get 
all the delicious raisins out? Life was-
n't about anything more important 
than play. 
Each year, Mrs. Betts organized the 
mother-of-all Canada Day celebra-
tions-the World Cup of backyard 
and basement games. Families from 
around the Lower Mainland gathered 
for this annual gala event at Hume 
Park in New Westminster. Mrs. Betts 
began throwing the party in response 
to Marty's question: "What is Canada 
Day?" Marty's mom answered that it 
was Canada's birthday. Marty wanted 
to know if Canada got a birthday cake 
then. "Well..." Mrs. Betts wondered. 
So some Angel Food cakes were 
baked, strawberries were bought, 
friends and family were called, and a 
local tradition began. 
When you're little, friendship is 
intricately woven with jealousy-why 
else are we so determined to apply 
possessive and exalted labels like 
"best" friend? Even today the envy is 
still sometimes prevalent-why 
would your best friend flirt with that 
girl, especially when he knew you 
were considering liking her? Sort of 
like Seinfeld's "Summer George," I'd 
always get a little jealous when 
Marty's summer friends would be at 
the BBQ, tapping into my selfishly 
owned Marty-time. Will we ever be as 
mature as we profess to be? 
I suspect adults have this same afflic-
tion, though they may be more com-
fortable with the social custom of "So 
great to see you again!" Smile, hug, 
blech. 
Mrs. Betts w the Bizarro World 
Toron~o of r ese yearly events-
,tthough e eryone and everything 
orbited around her, it was her aura of 
all-inclusive warmth and love that 
ruled this universe, not any sense of 
elf-congratulatory importance. 
As an aside prompted by my utter 
lack of maturity; both professed and 
practiced, I must say this: Go Leafs 
Go. Seriously, I'm sure next year's the 
year for you. It'll be just like it was 
back in 1959. Who cares if your team 
is older than ·Mayor Mel Lastman's 
membership to Angry Municipal 
Officials Weekly? Who cares if your 
defensive woes are more played out 
than the hip-hop stylings of Kardinal 
Offishal? Who cares if no one else in 
the free world gives a shit about a 
tower, a retractable roof, or the occa-
sional Rolling Stones charity work? 
For sure, next year all the way boys. 
You know those people who make 
you feel validated as a human being, 
those folks who find the great in 
everything? That's Mrs. Betts-the 
prize rose that draws you to the gar-
den but then encourages you to take a 
walk and enjoy the rest of the flowers. 
As with any great movement, it begins 
with one. Even those of us who find 
participation a chore will answer the 
bell when invited to do so. We may 
even bring chips, if you ask. Mrs. 
Betts never burdened anyone with 
preparation, only participation. Every 
year the BBQ got better and better, 
and with each additional year of 
maturity and perspective, the BBQ 
became less about "summer me's" and 
more about a sense of community. 
The work was never easy for Mrs. 
Betts but the reward was always great. 
Mrs. Betts passed away last year 
after a determined battle with cancer, 
leaving behind a lasting legacy of 
love-she left nothing else behind 
because she gave what she had while 
she was here. 
You'll have been invited to your fair 
share of Canada Day parties this year, 
and many more are to come. They'll 
range from private celebrations-per-
haps replaying the 1972 Summit 
Series or displaying your extensive 
collection of Molson giveaways, to 
public demonstrations-perhaps fire-
works, bonfires, or the strange 
Mexican-themed Canada Day party I 
was invited to last year. All will have 
merit, music and much fun; all will be 
thrown in the name of this beautiful 
country we're lucky enough to live in. 
But none will be better to me than 
those parties at Hume Park. A coun-
try is only as beautiful as its people, 
and people like Mrs. Betts make me 
proud to be Canadian. A person like 
Terry Betts makes it easier to be alive. 
Happy Canada Day and happy every 
day everyone. 
Little Brando loves that 
cereal! 
July 2004 
Would You Like Poutine With That? 
Canadians - The un-Americans 
Amanda Aikman 
Managing Editor 
"I'm not an American! I am a 
Canadian. I come from a "nice," 
thoroughly unrealistic country. " 
Matthew Fisher 
"we Canadians live in a blind spot 
about our identity. we have very 
strong feelings about who we aren't, 
but only weak ones about who we 
are. we're passionate about what we 
don't want to become but oddly pas-
sive about what we should be." 
John Cruickshank 
'The US is our trading partner, 
our neighbour, our ally and our 
friend. .. and sometimes we'd like to 
give them such a smack!" 
Rick Mercer 
Canadian. What's the first thing that 
comes to mind when you think of the 
word Canadian? Hockey? Beer? 
Maple leaves? Or perhaps a soft-spo-
ken, tree-planting, touque-wearing, 
peacekeeper with a great medical plan 
and a soft spot for curling and Rita 
McNeil. Whatever you envision, the 
important thing is that it is not an 
American. Because that word evokes a 
whole other knowledge structure-
one that we Canadians tend to shy 
away from. That of the gun-toting, 
flag-waving, money-grubbing, self-
important loudmouth. Of course, 
both of these cliched perceptions can 
easily be discredited. There are plenty 
of open-minded, well-mannered 
Americans in The Land of the Free, 
and there are certainly more than a 
few dose-minded, bad-mannered 
Canadians up here in the Great 
White North. So why do we continue 
to buy into and perpetuate the image 
of the polite, unobtrusive-un-
American-Canadian? Why do we 
continue to define ourselves by what 
we aren't, eh? 
When Canadians travel abroad, 
their backpacks are often proudly 
emblazoned with their homeland's 
flag: but not too proudly, that would 
border on the distasteful, overt patri-
otism of our American neighbours. 
You'll notice that in the previous sen-
tence "neighbours" has a "u" in it. Just 
like "colour" and "humour" do 
around these parts. We Canucks 
might not be able to compete with 
the amount of guns the Yanks are 
packing, but we've got a heck of a lot 
more "U"S than the US will ever 
have. We are different, and we want 
the world to know it. We put the "r" 
before the "e" in centre. See world, we 
told you we were different. 
Canadians want to be viewed as 
more than Americans Lite. We want 
to be distinct. Of course we already 
are. We have our own unique cultur-
al heritage, which is reflecteCl on a 
daily basis in our literature, arts, 
sports and politics. Yet we still 
embrace a simplified generalization of 
what it means to be Canadian. Why? 
In the year 2000, the Molson 
Canadian company ran a series of 
award-winning television commer-
cials wherein an "average" Canadian 
named Joe espoused the virtues of 
Canadianism. These virtues were all 
about what Canadians "weren't," not 
what they were. The ad played with 
the concepts of Canadian cliches by 
bringing them out and denouncing 
them ("I am not a lumberjack, or a 
fur trader, and I don't live in an igloo 
or eat blubber") but at the same time 
worked within other cliches to 
encourage identification with, and 
Patriotism is Just Another 'Ism' 
)pinions 
support from, their audience ("I pro-
nounce it 'about' not 'a-boot,' I can 
proudly sew my country's flag on my 
backpack"). Canadian audiences 
embraced the campaign, buying not 
only the product but also the tired 
cliches being sold to them. Sadly the 
biggest cliche of all was the fact that it 
took a "beer" commercial to get 
Canadians thinking about what it 
meant to be Canadian. 
Working with the image of the 
Canadian, whether perpetuating it or 
challenging it, can be an effective 
means of communicating certain 
concepts and images. It is an eco-
nomical device-with just one word 
you can evoke images of buck-
toothed beavers, red-coated 
Mounties, maple-flavoured donuts, 
and the entire cast of the 
Beachcombers. Playing with the idea 
of how we are perceived by others (as 
individuals, as a country, as an ideal) 
can stimulate a new, and possibly bet-
ter, understanding of how we perceive 
ourselves. Regardless of whether we 
can all identify with every stereotypi-
cal connotation conjured up by the 
word "Canadian," we can probably all 
agree on what the word doesn't mean: 
American. 
Kali Thurber 
Opinions Editor 
Cont~ssion numbl'r onL·: solllL'tillll's, latl' at night. 
whl'n skl'p has bl'cOml' a paqime that othn. pl'o-
pll' wastl' thl'msl'kes 11·ith. I stare rl'd-l'yl'd into 
thl' l'gg-shL·ll whitl' p~lgl's of 1m· dicrionary and 
trulv hL"liel'l' tlut all t!JL' secrL't.s of our culture arl' 
soakl'd in its ink. On hl'ttLT d.n·s. thl' ddlnitions 
that la1· thLTl', unashaml'd. SL'L'Ill to spL\Ik an 
l'ntircl~· SL'f1~1r~ue langu~1ge from thl' C.madian-
English that I hL·~n .md SL'L' in m~· d.1il~· lit~·. 
Confession numbn two: wd.11 is not onL· of tlwse 
d~n·s. 
to 'ay "patriot" nl'gativl'l~·· it's equally unlikl'l~· tiJr 
onl' ro s~1y "racist" in a positin· tonl'. In l'SSL'IKl', 
t11L'Sl' two words arl' onl'. In Funk & Wagnall's 
Canadian Colll'gl' Dictionary a patriot is ddtnl'd 
as. "onL' who lm·l's his country and Zl'alously 
guards its welhre." And racism is, "a belil'f that 
people dit't~·r signitlcanrly and systematically. as in 
~1bilill·, intelkcr. l'tc .. hl'causl' of racial differ-
encl's." I )o Wl' Sl'l' the pattnn hnl'-thl' answl'r 
is. \'L'S, I bL·I il'I'L' \\'l' do. 
thl' luxun· of being thL'SL' two things sl'p~natl'ly. If 
you arl' a trul' Ca1udian patriot. chances ~II'L' rhat 
~·ou arl' not a racist. gi1·l'n that our immigration 
policy is. ar kasr rl'larivl'l~·· lax. And so, on a ddl-
nitional k1·l'l Canada has no rl'igning racl', and 
thncforl' f~·w racists undn thl' b~adl' of patriots. 
'lixb~· I thought about p.uriotisnl. The 11ord is 
almost intuitil·el~· positiiL'-nobod~· l'VLT sa~·s. 
"l )h. hl''s a patriot." 11·ith ~~ IList~· smirk on thl'ir 
bee. It's as if we\-l' f(,rgottL'Il, or pnhaps nei'LT 
knl'w, what lil's bl'hind the 11·ord. Thl' sl'a of 
unrl'cognizl'd implications L·~111 be sich·ning. trust 
\'OU 111L'. You see. as unlikeh· .1s it is f(H somL'OilL' 
'((J despn~lll'l~· adorl' thl' racl' you Wl'rl' born 
inw i' a ,in, ~~ constitutionalnror. a social no-no. 
but to "1.ealoush·" lon· thl' countl'\' \'OU Wl'rl' born 
in nLikl's l'llll comml'ntbbk. ~Ill upstanding citi-
zen. and .1 "patriot" (spokl'n with no snl'n). In thl' 
majorit1· of this world's countril's, thesL' words arl' 
intnchangl'~lbk in meaning. due to the bcr rhar 
most childrL·n born into them arl' the saml' racl'. 
:\nd if you arl' a patriot. as 1\-e ddtnL·d ir. you arl' 
inL'1·ic1bl~· a racist. ~ lml.l'\'l'r. ( :.madians arl' gi1·L·n 
The only sink's patriotism. as I Sl'e it, howevn, 
is that of world patriotism . 1-lavl' you L'I'LT sl'en a 
world flag? I didn't think so. But they nist-
mayhc only in the dust\' corncrs of L'x-hipp~·'s 
arrics. or thl' tickll' trunks of jokl'stl'rs abro~1d. hut 
srill. rhe,· do L'Xist. The trouble is that nobod\' 
. . 
knows how to emhraCL' thL·ir "zL·alous" love t(ll· the 
L'IHirc world. The concqn is confusing ~It hl'st. 
llll'ntall~· disabling at worst. r\nd hccausl' of this. 
L'ach country will conrinuL' striving to he thl' hest. 
r he most pmvL·rful. and si mul ranl'ousl y cont i nul' 
irs disguisl'd racism (excluding Can~ld~t. of 
cou rsl'). 
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Rethinking the Warped Rules of 
the Parliamentary System 
J.J. McCullough 
OP Contributor 
Pick up any Canadian newspaper or 
turn on the nightly news and you 
will see a fevered excitement spread-
ing among our nation's leading 
political observers. As daily reports 
continue to tell us, the Liberals are 
stumbling, the Conservatives are ris-
ing, and the Bloc appears poised to 
recapture Quebec. Among the poll-
sters and pundits, what all this 
means is that Canada could soon 
have its first minoriry government 
since the short-lived Joe Clark 
administration of 1979. 
The talking heads and political 
analysts in the media are having a 
field day with these latest uncertain-
ties, gossiping and speculating with 
glee. Will a Liberal minoriry align 
with the NDP? Will a Conservatives 
minoriry suck up to the Bloc? What 
if no rwo-parry combo can com-
mand a majoriry? Will Adrienne 
Clarkson step in? Will there be 
another election within a year? By 
Canadian political standards, this is 
exciting stuff. 
In the story of the Emperor's New 
Clothes, no one in town had the 
conviction to step away from the 
crowd, and point out the ridiculous 
spectacle of the naked king. 
Similarly, in contemporary Canada 
it seems there is not a single pundit 
or self-proclaimed political expert 
who is willing to take a stand and 
point out just how fundamentally 
bizarre our current system of gov-
ernment is. Instead, they gush about 
how "interesting" it would be if 
Adrienne Clarkson had to resolve a 
coalition deadlock berween the 
Conservatives and the Bloc, with no 
one questioning the sanity of a 
political system in which an un-
elected talk show host and openly 
separatist political parry are able to 
hold the balance of power. 
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Amid all the giddy gossip, no one 
seems willing to stop and question if 
perhaps some of our "most sacred" 
parliamentary rules have outlived 
their usefulness. Take the concept of 
confidence votes, for example. Few 
mainstream analysts question the 
contemporary relevance of perpetu-
ating a tradition in which the gov-
ernment voluntarily "collapses" if 
ly see the government collapse if not 
passed, it's only logical that the rul-
ing parry would use every tool at irs 
disposal to see the motion succeed. 
Of course, we do have the occasion-
al free vote (usually non-binding) 
on issues of moraliry, such as the 
recent vote on the definition of mar-
riage. When critics plea for more of 
these kinds of votes they miss the 
'~In t.h:e St(j(tj (j··f t.h:e 
Emp.er6i'S New .(/6·t.h:es, 
n6· 6·n.e in t6·wn had th:e 
. . . . . . .. . . .. 
((j'n.v.i<tl6'n t(j' st.ep awatj 
lr6·m th:e cr6·wd,' and 
. . . . .. . . . . . . 
{!(jii'lt (j'llt th:e 5{!e(ta(./e (jl 
t.h:e naKed king. " 
the votes of the ruling parry MPs are 
drowned out by the votes of the 
combined opposition. This is the 
same tradition used by the parties to 
justify their extremely hard-line 
parry discipline, in which rebel MPs 
can be expelled from caucus (or 
worse) for daring to vote against the 
parry. 
Though pundits often decry the 
lack of "free votes" in the House of 
Commons, few bother to address 
the underlying cause for this lack of 
free votes in the first place. When 
every vote in parliament is a "matter 
of confidence" that could potential-
point. As long as the ruling parry 
gets to dictate which votes are con-
fidence motions and which are not, 
there is absolutely no incentive to 
increase free votes. If the party 
wants to get a key bit of legislation 
passed, they will inevitably declare 
the bill a matter of confidence. 
When a confidence bill fails and 
the government "collapses," new 
elections are almost always held, 
with the hope that the ruling parry 
will be able to secure enough seats in 
the next go-round to prevent the 
embarrassment from happening 
again. This is what Joe Clark unsuc-
cessfully attempted in 1980, and a 
scenario we could easily be facing 
within a year if this election yields 
an unworkable minoriry govern-
ment. The oft-cited rationale for 
holding new elections in the wake 
of a confidence vote is that "the peo-
ple" must be given a chance to 
express their confidence in the gov-
ernment, seeing as how parliament 
has not. This is, simply, a laughably 
outdated notion. We live in an era 
where the voting public is increas-
ingly detached and apathetic about 
the affairs of our politicians in 
Ottawa. The idea that the defeat of 
some trivial bill in parliament is 
suddenly a rousing cry for a new 
national mandate is an antiquated 
belief that has evolved into a truly 
cumbersome tradition. A defeated 
bill in the house is not a mandate 
for a new, costly, national election-
it is a mandate for compromise and 
bi-partisanship. 
Elections in Canada cost millions 
of dollars to successfully plan, 
organize, and execute. They should 
rhus be one of the most neutral and 
predictable elements of a democra-
cy, and not subject to the whims of 
the unpredictable roulette-wheel 
system we currently use. 
When the results of this election 
are revealed on June 28, let's hope 
that our leaders use some creativiry 
and innovation in deciding how our 
38th parliament will operate. It is 
time for the House of Commons to 
evolve with the times, and operate 
under rules that reflect the contem-
porary political reality of 21st cen-
tury Canada, not 18th century 
Britain. 
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A friend asked the other day if I ever 
got tired of writing about environ-
mental issues. Well, to be frank I'm 
getting pretty tired of writing about 
climate change. Not because it isn't 
interesting or important, but because 
I'm getting tired of having to defend 
the science against conspiracy theo-
rists and ideologues. 
Lately, it seems the public has been 
burdened with yet another round of 
anti-global warming conspiracy tales. 
It's even become a federal election 
issue as parties debate whether or not 
Canada should adhere to our promise 
under the Kyoto Protocol to start 
reducing heat-trapping emissions-a 
promise supported by more than 80 
percent of Canadians. 
I'm not the only one who's sick of 
this nonsense. Donald Kennedy, the 
editor-in-chief of the world's largest 
science journal, recently wrote in an 
editorial, "We're in the middle of a 
large uncontrolled experiment on the 
only planet we have." And he con-
cluded with, "Our climate future is 
important and needs more attention 
than it's getting." 
To help gain that attention and dis-
pel any lingering myths, the 
American Association for the 
Advancement of Science (AAAS) and 
the business-oriented Conference 
Board recently held a public forum 
on climate change. The two-day 
Washington, DC event included a 
panel of climate experts and Nobel 
Laureates who discussed the current 
state of climate science and ways to 
help the public understand the 
urgency of the situation. 
As expected, the panel members 
concluded that there is no doubt that 
the world's climate is changing and 
that governments and consumers 
should take immediate steps to 
reduce the threat. The experts 
acknowledged that climate science 
isn't perfect, and that questions 
remain, but pointed out that current 
climate models are more likely to be 
too conservative rather then too gen-
erous with their predictions. 
Harvard geochemistry professor 
Daniel Schrag told the panel, "We 
cannot wait for a catastrophe to 
appear before we act because by then 
it would be too late." And he pointed 
out that "This should not be a parti-
san issue." He's right, it shouldn't be. 
We're beyond that now. Instead, we 
should be discussing the most effec-
tive and innovative ways to meet 
Kyoto and become a modern, effi-
cient nation. 
Even big business is recognizing the 
need to act. Last week, the chair of 
Shell Oil told BBC news, "No one 
can be comfortable at the prospect of 
continuing to pump out the amounts 
of carbon dioxide that we are at pres-
ent." And Toronto Star business 
columnist David Crane noted last 
week that Lord John Browne, CEO 
of BP, one of the world's largest oil 
companies, wrote recently in the 
journal Foreign Affairs that climate 
change is a serious issue which must 
be addressed and that meeting the 
Kyoto Protocol will not be nearly as 
difficult as some industry groups 
claim. 
If an oil baron like Lord Browne 
can acknowledge the importance of 
moving on this issue, and labour, 
medical, and religious groups all sup-
Opinions 
port the Kyoto Protocol, as do the 
vast majority of Canadians and the 
vast majority of scientists, why would 
anyone even entertain the notion of 
dropping out of the Protocol? Canada 
would not only miss out on tremen-
dous opportunities to become a more 
efficient, modern nation, but we 
would look regressive and backwards 
on the world stage. 
How many scientists do we need to 
stand up and say, "Do something!" 
before our leaders take this issue seri-
ously? Attacks against climate science 
are no longer just attacks against one 
group of hard-working researchers, 
but against science itsel£ The evi-
dence of human-induced climate 
change is overwhelming. At this 
point, it's not only intellectually dis-
honest to claim that there is no need 
to be taking action on climate 
change, it's morally reprehensible. 
To take the Nature Challenge 
and to learn more, you can visit 
<www.davidsuzuki.org>. 
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A Romantic Conversation 
We could have been lovers. 
We could have been firefighters. 
We could still be lovers. 
We could still be firefighters. 
I don't quite see what your getting at 
here. 
I don't see your point either. 
I want you to say that you love me. 
I want you to say that we can still be 
tirefighters. 
So you don't love me then? 
I didn't say that. 
But given the opportunity would you? 
Say that I don't love you? 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Oh why, oh why! 
Well, I want us to be able to focus on 
our firefighting careers. 
But I don't want to be a firefighter! 
WHAT!?!?!? 
I said I don't want to be a firetighter. 
LEAVE MY HOUSE! 
But we're in the park. 
Then it is I who shall leave. 
Oh no, please ... 
Call me when you're ready to be a tire-
tighter. 
- Darren Paterson 
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Canadian Jokes: 
(From the Internet, eh?) 
It's Game 7 of the Stanley Cup Final, and 
a man makes his way to his seat right at 
centre ice. He sits down, noticing that the 
seat next to him is empty. He leans over 
and asks his neighbour if someone will be 
sitting there. "No," says the neighbour. 
"The seat is empty." 
"This is incredible", says the man. 
''Who in their right mind would have a 
seat like this for the Stanley Cup and not 
use it?" 
The neighbour says, ''Well, actually, the 
seat belongs to me. I was supposed to 
come with my wife, but she passed away. 
This is the first Stanley Cup we haven't 
been to together since we got married in 
1967." 
"Oh ... I'm sorry to hear that. That's 
terrible. But couldn't you find someone 
else, a friend or relative, or even a neigh-
bour to take the seat?" 
The man shakes his head "No. They're 
all at the funeral." 
Newfoundland's worst air disaster 
occurred today when a small two-seater 
Cessna 152 plane crashed into a cemetery 
early this afternoon in central 
Newfoundland. 
Newfie search and rescue workers have 
recovered 300 bodies so far and expect 
that number to climb as digging continues 
into the evening. 
1. One hand on wheel, one hand on horn: 
MONTREAL 
2. One hand on wheel, one finger out 
window: TORONTO 
3. One hand on wheel, one finger out 
window, cutting across all lanes of traffic: 
OTTAWA 
4. Both hands on wheel, eyes shut, both 
feet on brake, quivering in terror: 
SASKATOON, but driving in TORON-
TO 
5. Both hands in air, gesturing, both feet 
on accelerator, head turned to talk to 
someone in the back seat: QUEBEC 
CITY 
6. One hand on 12 oz. double shot latte, 
one knee on wheel, 
cradling cell phone, foot on brake, mind 
J uly 2 004 
on radio game, banging head on steering 
wheel while stuck in traffic: VANCOU-
VER 
7. One hand on wheel, one hand on hunt-
ing rifle, alternating between both feet 
being on the brake and both feet on the 
accelerator, throwing McDonald's bag out 
the window: RED DEER 
8. Four wheel drive pickup truck, shotgun 
mounted in rear window, beer cans on the 
floor, raccoon tails attached to the anten-
na: PRINCE GEORGE 
9. Two hands gripping wheel, blue hair 
barely visible above windshield driving 40 
km/hr on Hwy 1 in the left lane with the 
left blinker on: VICTORIA 
10. One ski-doo mitt on steering wheel, 
one ski-doo mitt scrapper in hand out 
front window scrapping frost, Guess Who 
on 8-track playing "Share The Land," 
hockey equipment smelling up car interi-
or, waiting at lights for snow removal 
equipment to finish clearing intersection: 
WINNIPEG 
You might be a Newfie Jedi if ..... 
1) You ever heard the phrase, "May the 
force be witt ya by'." 
2) You have ever used your light saber to 
quarter a moose. 
3) Both wings of your X-Wing are done 
over with sheet metal and rivets and are 
covered with polybond. 
4) Even C3-PO cannot understand what 
you are saymg. 
5) Your father has ever said to you, 
"Come on by' son, come on over 'ere to 
the dark side and have a Dominion witt 
yer old man." 
6) You have ever had your R-2 unit use its 
self-defense electro-shock thingy to scare 
off mosquitoes on May 24th weekend. 
7) You have a Newfoundland dog painted 
on the hood of your land-speeder. 
8) You have ever fantasized about 
Danielle House wearing her hair like 
Princess Leah. 
9) You were the only person drinking 
Newfie Screech during the cantina scene. 
1 0) If you hear ... "Luke, I is your father 
tell me what the hell is your moth-
er getting on with by'?!" 
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SEARCH 
Angela Blattmann 
OP Wordsearcher 
HOCKEY 
MAPLE SYRUP 
BLIZZARDS 
TIM BITS 
TOTEM POLE 
NIAGARA 
GRIZZLY 
FORTYNINTH PARALLEL 
CAN CON 
CBC 
TRAGICALLY HIP 
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PELTS 
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MUSKOX 
CAPTAIN CANUCK 
NORTH 
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TRIVIAL PURSUIT 
ZIPPER 
KIDS IN THE HALL 
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A Bear Robbed Me At 
Gunpoint 
A bear robbed me at gunpoint. 
There was nothing I could do. 
He was waiting in the shadows, 
I'm telling you it's true. 
He must have been planning 
this mugging 
For a great many years in 
advance, 
For when he descended upon 
me 
I was left with nary a chance. 
He was subtle and quick 
And as sly as a fox; 
With the size of a whale. 
And the strength of an ox. 
He'd planned his routine, 
He knew where I'd be, 
I had no room to run, 
I had no place to flee. 
He was big, he was scary, 
He filled up my path. 
My nostrils were filled 
With the scent of his wrath. 
But my nose was mistaken, 
As I learned when he spoke. 
He was polite as can be, 
A real cheerful old bloke. 
He asked me, quite kindly, 
If I'd hand over my wallet. 
Some say that's rude, 
But that's not what I'd call it. 
He could have just hit me, 
Then taken my cash. 
But he wasn't mean spirited. 
Not even a dash. 
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Had we bumped into each other 
On some other street, 
While he was not working, 
If we were to meet, 
Why we could have been friends then, 
Had we met in that way. 
We could have been buddys, 
On that some other day. 
We could have been pals 
We could have been chummy. 
But that's not what happened, 
Which is really quite crummy. 
1 should really have liked 
To sit down for a tea. 
But we met on bad terms, 
Which is too bad for me. 
'Cause that bear's on the clock, 
Working hard for his dues. 
Just the same as I would 
If placed in his shoes. 
So for now he is working 
With a Canadian flair. 
The kindest robber I know, 
That polite thieving bear. 
- Darren Paterson 
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Top Reasons for living in 
Canada, province by province 
(From that fabulous Information Superhighway we like to call "The lnternef') 
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TOP REASONS TO LIVE IN 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
1. Vancouver: 1.5 million people and 
two bridges. 
2. Your $400,000 Vancouver home is 
just five hours from downtown. 
3. You can throw a rock and hit 
three Starbucks locations. 
4. There is always some sort of 
deforestation protest going on. 
5. You can see the mountains with 
your toes in the ocean. 
6. Killer Weed. 
7. Block heaters are not absolutely 
necessary. 
TOP REASONS TO LIVE IN 
ALBERTA 
1. Big Rock between you and BC. 
2. Ottawa who? 
3. Tax is 7% instead of approximate-
ly 200% for the rest of the country. 
4. Flames vs. Oilers. 
5. Stamps vs. Eskies. 
6. You can exploit almost any natural 
resource you can think of. 
7. The Americans below you are all 
in anti-government militia groups. 
TOP REASONS TO LIVE IN 
SASKATCHEWAN 
1. You never run out of wheat. 
2. Cruise control takes on a whole 
new mearung. 
3. Your province is really easy to 
draw. 
4. You never have to worry about 
car rollback if you have a standard 
transmission. 
5. It takes you two weeks to walk to 
your neighbour's house: 
6. You can watch the dog run away 
from home for hours. 
7. People will assume you live on a 
farm. 
8. Buying a huge John Deere mower 
makes sense. 
TOP REASONS TO LIVE IN 
MANITOBA 
1. You wake up one morning to find 
you suddenly have beachfront prop-
erty. 
2. The only province to ever violent-
ly rebel against the federal govern-
ment. 
3. Hundreds of huge, horribly frigid 
lakes. 
4. Nothing compares to a wicked 
Winnipeg winter. 
5. You don't need a car, just take the 
canoe to work. 
6. You can be an Easterner or a 
Westerner depending on your mood. 
7. Because of your licence p~ate, you 
are still friendly even when you cut 
someone off. 
8. Pass the time watching trucks and 
barns float by. 
TOP REASONS TO LIVE IN 
ONTARIO 
1. You live in the centre of the uni-
verse. 
2. Your $400,000 Toronto home is 
actually a dump. 
3. You and you alone decide who'll 
win the federal election. 
4. There is no such thing as an 
Ontario Separatist. Separate from 
what? You are the centre of the uni-
verse. 
5. The only province with hard-core 
American-style crime. 
6. Much Music's Speaker's Corner-
rant and rave on national TV for a 
dollar. 
TOP REASONS TO LIVE IN 
QUEBEC 
1. Racism is socially acceptable. 
2. The only province to ever kidnap 
federal politicians. 
3. You can take bets with your 
friends on which English neighbour 
will move out next. 
4. Other provinces basically bribe 
you to stay in Canada. 
5. You can blame all your problems 
on the ''Anglo *#!%." 
6. One word: Libertarians. 
7. Your accent is totally sexy. 
TOP REASONS TO LIVE IN 
NEW BRUNSWICK 
1. One way or another, the govern-
ment gets 98 percent of your 
mcome. 
2. You are poor, but not as poor as 
the N ewfies. 
3. When listing the provinces, every-
one forgets to mention yours. 
4. The economy is based on fish, 
cows, and ferrying Ontario motorists 
to Boston. 
5. No one ever blames anything on 
New Brunswick. 
6. Everybody has a Grandfather who 
runs a lighthouse. 
7. Just as charming as Maine, but 
with more unemployed fishermen. 
8. You probably live in a small sea-
side cottage with no television. 
TOP REASONS TO LIVE IN 
NOVA SCOTIA 
1. Everyone can play the fiddle. The 
ones who can't, think they can. 
2. You are the "only" reason Anne 
Murray makes money. 
3. You can pretend you have 
Scottish heritage as an excuse to get 
drunk and wear a kilt. 
4. The economy is based on lobster 
and fiddle music. 
5. Even though it smells like dead 
sea animals, Halifax is considered 
Canada's most beautiful city. 
Continued on Pg 13 
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Pg 12 Continued: 
TOP REASONS TO LIVE IN 
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 
1. Even though more people live on 
Vancouver Island, you still got the 
big new bridge. 
2. You can walk across the province 
in half an hour. 
3. You were probably once an extra 
on "Road to Avonlea." 
4. This is where all those tiny red 
potatoes come from. 
5. The economy is based on fish, 
potatoes, and CBC TV shows. 
6. Tourists arrive, see the ''Anne of 
Green Gables" house, then prompt-
ly leave. 
7. It doesn't matter to you if 
Quebec separates. 
8. You don't share a border with the 
Americans, or with anyone for that 
matter. 
9. You can confuse ships by turning 
your porch lights on and off at 
night. 
TOP REASONS TO LIVE IN 
NEWFOUNDLAND 
1. If Quebec separates, you will 
float off to sea. 
2. In the rare case when someone 
moves to the Rock, you can make 
them kiss dead cod. 
3. The economy is based on fish, 
seafood, and fish-related products. 
4. If you do something stupid, you 
have a built-in excuse. 
5. You and only you understand the 
meaning of Great Big Sea's lyrics. 
6. The workday is about two hours 
long. 
7. You are credited with many great 
inventions, like the solar-powered 
flashlight and the screen door for 
submarines. 
8. It is socially acceptable to wear 
your hip waders on your wedding 
day. 
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You Know You're Canadian if ... 
(From that fabulous Information Superhighway we like to caii"The Internet'') 
You have memorized the Heritage 
Foundation's Heritage Moments, including 
your favourites, "Burnt Toast!," "You know 
I canna read a word ... ," and "Kanata." 
You dismiss all beers under 6 percent as 
"for children and the elderly." 
You spend hours in the dark making scale 
models of the Avro Arrow and cursing the 
Diefenbaker government. 
You cried when Gus "drowned" on &ad 
ToAvonlea. 
You watch MuchMusic constantly, in the 
hopes of occasional fleeting glimpses of 
Joel Plaskett. 
You think there isn't enough Queen on 
our currency. 
You send angry letters to the CBC 
demanding the return of the Hinterland 
Who's Who spots so you can finally find 
out what happens to the arctic ptarmigan in 
winter. 
You stood in line for hours for Another 
Roadside Attraction tickets. 
You know the names of all the guys in 
Sloan. 
You have been on Speaker's Corner. 
Bonus points if The Devil's Advocates 
made fun of you. 
You know the French equivalents of 
"free," "prize," and "no sugar added," 
thanks to your extensive education in bilin-
gual cereal packaging. 
You can eat more than one maple sugar 
candy without feeling nauseated. 
You had a crush on Joey Jeremiah from 
Degrassi Junior High. 
You actually watch The Gemini Awards, 
The Genie Awards, and The Juno Awards. 
You're proud that Captain Kirk came 
from Montreal. 
You wished that Relic's boat would get 
crushed to bits by one of those logs. 
You're not offended by the term 
"HOMO MILK." 
You understand the phrase "Could you 
pass me a serviette, I just dropped my pou-
tine on the chesterfield." 
You know that a Mickey and 2-4s mean, 
"party at the camp, eh!!!" 
You have Canadian Tire money in your 
kitchen drawers. 
You know that Casey and Finnegan were 
not part of a Celtic musical group. 
You know what a touque is. 
You understand the Labatt Blue commer-
cials. 
You know how to pronounce and spell 
"Saskatchewan.'' 
You perk up when you hear the theme 
song from Hockey Night in Canada. 
You can drink legally while still a teenag-
er. 
You're not sure if the leader of your 
nation has EVER had sex and you really 
don't want to know if he has! 
You know that the Friendfy Giant isn't a 
vegetable product line. 
YoU: don't have a Canadian passport, but 
you still have your Expo '86 Passport some-
where. 
Every time you're out in a boat on the 
coast you either sing "Allouette" or whistle 
the theme song from Danger Bcry. 
You frequently clean grease off your bar-
becue so the bears won't prowl on your 
deck. 
In a restaurant, you've apologized for not 
being ready to order at the waiter's conven-
tence. 
You wait for the light to change before 
crossing a deserted intersection at 3am. 
You say "Hi!" to anyone walking a dog. 
You've ever been hypnotized by the "Log 
Driver's Waltz." 
You understand the Red Green show, you 
think Mike Bullard is charming, and you 
adore Celine Dion. Wait a minute, no you 
don't. 
You've got a spot in the closet for free 
Molson Canadian t-shirts from cases of 
beer. 
You've defended your property from tres-
passers with a lacrosse stick because you 
don't own a gun. 
You've spent a summer tree planting. 
You've seen Crash, FUBA~ Last Night, 
Hard Core Logo, and The Red Violin. 
Strangers that you overhear doing Kids in 
the Hall impressions quickly become bosom 
buddies. 
The theme song from The Littlest Hobo 
still gets you a little misty-eyed. 
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Oh Canada 
This is what I think of on Canada Day. 
These are the symbols that I think display 
What it means to live life in a Canadian way. 
The Canadian Lumberjack chopping down trees 
But never defiling our fine maple leaf. 
The mounted police, a symbol so grand, 
Sworn to protect this beautiful land. 
Our writers and artists are among the world's best 
While our scientists too, are up to the test. 
We live in our igloos, content hunting seal. 
Making snowshoes and spears for earning our meal. 
Our whale blubber tastes a little bit wrong, 
But our beer is not weak and our coffee is strong. 
We're home to great creatures like Canadian geese, 
The loon and the beaver and magnificent meese. 
We've rainforests, prairies and deserts so hot, 
We've beaches and tundras where it snows quite a lot. 
We'll bore you to death with a trip through the prairies 
Then waste all your money on the BC Fast Ferries. 
Or visit Toronto, our capital city, 
Where there's lots of tall buildings and the girls are all pretty. 
But what's that you say? 
Ottawa's what!? 
Then Torontonian people should keep their mouths shut. 
But enough of this drivel, let's go further east. 
Where to the tune of the fiddle we'll have us a feast, 
On fish and then lobster, then lobster again, 
Then a little more fish, then lobster ... again. 
Then it's off to the territories, where it's cold as you know, 
And we'll learn not to eat that darn yellow snow. 
We're America's bitch and to them we are bound, 
But in 18 and 12 we knocked them around. 
We remain loyal subjects to our dignified queen, 
Though she's not often heard and quite rarely seen. 
We govern ourselves yet we respect her the same, 
Thus our currency's covered with her face and her name. 
We share this great place with our First Nation friends, 
Where our ancestors fought, we seek to amend. 
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Now what was I saying? Ah forget about it. 
But who hates Quebec for trying to split? 
But I'm joking around, I'm a kidder, I jest, 
Because I think we all know that our country's the best. 
We're the best in the world at any ice sport. 
Our players know pressure, they'll not come up short. 
Be it hockey or skating or the bobsled so fast, 
Or that crazy sport luge, or our great skiing cast. 
Ice fishing's fun, snowboarding too, 
Sledding is also a neat thing to do. 
We're renowned through the world for our peaceful kind ways. 
And our beautiful landscape is worthy of praise. 
It's a part of our heritage the commercials would say, 
To be caring and loving is the Canadian way. 
We're friendly and open with more freedom than most, 
We accept any culture and that's not just a boast. 
'Cause we love mixing cultures and sharing our dreams, 
Together we're one of the world's greatest teams. 
So from me, for the people of this wonderful place, 
Thank you Oh Canada for possessing such grace. 
- Darren Paterson 
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Yes, we all know Canadians are polite, conscientious, and capable of tapping a Maple tree in less than 30 seconds. But don't forget that some of us are 
also hotter than Manitoba in August. Just take a look at these fine Canadian specimens-Ohhh Canada indeed. 
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Preston 
Manning 
Nobody works a bowtie like Mr. 
Manning. Nobody. He can reform 
me anytime. 
#10. 
Mitsou 
Who needs Madonna or Britney 
Spears? Mitsou could outbimbo 
those babes in one blink of her over 
made-up Francophone eyes. 
Wheels from 
Degrassi 
#9. 
Those thick glasses, those tight 
high-wasted jeans, that hockey hair 
and acne: just try and tell me 
Wheels doesn't get your motor 
runmng. #8. 
Pamela Anderson 
Much like Canada herself, Ms. 
Anderson is a stunning example of 
"natural" beauty. 
Burton 
Cummings 
#7. 
He may be famous for singing about 
an "American Woman," but take it 
from me, Canadian woman want to 
get it on with this Winnipeg native 
too. #6. 
Todd Bertuzzi 
What could possibly be hotter than 
a Neanderthal with an endorsement 
deal? If you like it rough, and have 
low conversational standards, than 
Hot Toddy will definitely melt your 
tee. #5. 
Celine Dion 
Whether it's because of her sleek 
anorexic physique, her nauseating 
peppiness, or her ability to hold a 
note for 11 days without taking a 
breath-! believe that my heart will 
go on for the fabulous Ms. 0#4 • 
Rick Mercer 
He's pale, he's cynical, and he's got 
that sexy East Coast accent: ooh, 
have mercy Mr. Mercer. 
#3. 
Avril Lavigne 
Pouty lips, potty mouth, and a tank 
top/necktie combo? Could it be 
any more obvious? 
#2. 
Martin Tielli 
He sings, he writes, he paints, and 
he's got great hair-all the ele-
ments of the perfect man. 
#1. 
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Trevor Hargreaves 
Culture Editor For A Day 
Theatre 
Bard On The Beach 
Repertory productions ofWilliam 
Shakespeare's Much Ado About 
Nothing (to Sept 26) and The Merry 
Wives ofWindsor (to Sept 25), Vanier 
Park 
For tickets and information call 
604.739.0559 
The Front Page 
Ensemble Theatre Company presents 
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur's 
drama about tabloid journalism and 
political corruption in 1920's 
Chicago. 
To July 10, Pacific Theatre 
For information: 
<www.ensembletheatrecompany.ca> 
Man Of La Mancha 
Pipedream Productions presents a 
musical by Dale Wasserman, Mitch 
leigh, and Joe Darion, derived from 
the classic novel Miguel de Cervantes. 
To July 10, Presentation House 
Theatre 
For tickets and information call 
604.990.3474 
The Number 14 
Fast-paced, satirical look at a day in 
the life of a downtown bus. 
To August 28, Arts Club Granville 
Island Stage. 
For tickets and information call 
604.280.3311 
Eve And Lilith 
Galli Theatre presents a comedy that 
imagines an encounter between the 
archetypal figures of the wife and the 
mistress. 
To July 8, Carousel Theatre 
For tickets and information call 
604.681.4011 
Knockers 
Original work created and per-
formed by Burnaby-born Denalda 
Williams about the experience of 
growing up full figured in a stick fig-
ure world. 
To July 10, Waterfront Theatre 
For tickets and information call 
604.257.0366 
What's On Around Coquitlam 
For more information on these upcoming events, visit 
<www.citysoup.ca> 
Fair In the Square 
This family event focuses on music, culture, and the history of the 
Francophone community of Maillardville. Here you'll find live music 
and entertainment, clowns, antique vehicles, and arts and crafts. Visit 
Place des Arts, the Mackin House Museum, and the railway caboose. 
July 10-11, Heritage Square (Place des Arts), 1116 Brunette Avenue 
For more information, cal1604.664.1636 or visit 
<~placedesarts.ca> 
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The Whole Shebang 
Alternating performances of the 
musicals Crazy for You, a new pro-
duction featuring Gershwin tunes; 
and Footloose, based on the hit movie 
of the 1980's. 
To August 21, Malkin Bowl 
For tickets and information call 
604.257.0366 
Galleries 
Absent Amusement 
New paintings and photographs by 
Emily Kwok. 
To July 30, 
Aurum-Argentum Studios 
For more information call 
604.692.2522 
The Real Reasons For Things 
Mixed media paintings by Casey 
McGlynn 
To July 17, Bau-Xi Gallery 
For more information call 
604.733.7011 
Greg Peterson Photo Exhibit 
First there was Warhol, then Peeker, 
now there's Greg Peterson with an 
exhibition of his swanko 
photography 
To July 18, 
Burnaby Arts Council Gallery 
For more information call 
604.298.7322 
Collectors Items: Biblical Art and 
Private Devotion 
A selection from the collection of 
Sandra and Robert Bowden. Should 
make for a great first date. 
To August 8, Lookout Gallery 
For more information call 
604.689.2907 
Concerts 
The Organ 
Mining the spirit of classic New 
Wave, this local all-girl outfit rarely 
fail to impress. 
July 8, Richard's on Richards 
Tickets at Ticketmaster 
604.280.4444 
Sonic Youth 
The greatest band ever. Stop reading 
immediately and go purchase your 
ticket. 
July 13, The Commodore Ballroom 
Tickets at Ticketmaster 
604.280.4444 
ACNewman 
Don't miss this rogue New 
Pornographer and his bag of solo 
tricks. Sound dirty? Don't miss out! 
July 17, Richard's on Richards 
Tickets at Ticketmaster, 
604.280.4444 
free. This event has something for everyone with main-stage enter-
tainment that captures a variety of music from around the world. 
Tons of kids' activities from face painting to gymnastics and mask 
making. Enjoy food from a wide variety of cultures, a beer tent, non-
stop music, and family fun. 
July 16-18, Blue Mountain Park 
For more information, call604.473.1616 or visit <http:/ /festivalco-
q~talm.citysoup.ca> 
The 13th Annual Great Canadian VW Show 
The premier Volkswagen Show of Western Canada. Volkswagens 
from the past as far as the eye can see. Bulliboys are dedicated to the 
preservation and enjoyment of VW transporters. 
~ 15-17, Coquitlam Town Centre Park 
For visit <www.buliboys.com> 
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This Month 
~n History 
Trevor Hargreaves 
July 1, 1968: 
John Lennon publicly 
announces his love for 
Yoko Ono at his first art 
opening in London. He 
then goes on to describe 
other things he loves such 
as liverwurst, groin kicks 
and that noise you get from 
scrapmg your fingers on 
chalkboards. 
June 12, 1962: 
The Rolling Stones appear 
for the first time (London 
Marquee Club). Ironically, 
Keith Richards looked 
exactly the same then as he 
does today. 
April1971: 
Jim Morrison dies of a 
heart attack m Paris. 
Coroner reports indicate he 
died of a massive coronary 
after being spooked by a 
scantily clad native man in 
the desert. 
Check out these latest releases 
while they're still warm! 
Album: In Between Evolution, 
The Tragically Hip 
Release Date: June 27 
Over the last few years, exces-
sive musical experimentation 
and a penchant for lyrical 
indulgence has cost the Hip a 
fair chunk of their fanbase. 
Thankfully, on this latest 
release, Gord Downie and co. 
put down the pretention and 
get back to doing what they do 
best: namely banging out some 
good ol' verse/chorus/verse 
Canuck anthems. The album 
does still lean toward arty con-
tent, but from a musical per-
spective, unlike their other 
recent albums, these songs 
maintain a strong groove and 
keep the listener interested. 
Trevor Hargreaves 
When all is said and done, this 
is the first Hip album in several 
years that will see more than a 
few cursery spins on the CD 
player. Easily worth the money 
and good to have one of 
Canada's greatest bands back on 
point. 
Book: Souvenir Of Canada 2, 
by Douglas Coupland 
Release Date: July, 2004 
Douglas Coupland's career 
started off with a bang. His 
first release Generation X was 
immediately adopted by every 
lazy twenty-something slacker 
across North America. The 
myriad of hip terms he name 
dropped throughout the book 
Arts & Entertainment 
were immediately adopted into 
the lexicon of popular culture. 
Several books later Coupland 
released the first volume of 
Souvinir Of Canada, an iconic 
journey into the forgotten past 
of the uniquely Canadian. 
What made this book so origi-
nal was the fact that the content 
focused on mundane, offbeat 
images of industry, fashion and 
culture, establishing an 
obscure, yet trudy unique side 
of Canada. 
With the release of Souvenir 
Of Canada 2, Coupland con-
tinues to mine the forgotten 
wastelands of Canadiana. With 
this new sequel, Coupland 
dwells heavily in the sociologi-
cal elements of his found 
objects. Much of the focus is 
on man-made objects that have 
been removed from their origi-
nal purpose and adapted for 
kitch-sake. He displays lamps 
made of old fishing floaters, 
and an igloo made of antifreeze 
jugs. These striking images 
seem to suggest an implied rela-
tionship with the harsh 
Canadian nature that at once 
shows our adaptive qualities, 
yet points out our vulnerability. 
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SPARTA: Just a Bunch of 
Vancouverite Wannabes 
Trevor Hargreaves 
Music Nerd 
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Rocking the Vote 
the S·parta Way 
Trevor Hargreaves 
Music Ninja 
It's election season in our fine country. 
Across the border, U.S. political types 
are also strutting their stuff as the pres-
idential election date nears. While 
many rock bands are content to focus 
their energies on maintaining the per-
fect haircut or crafting the perfect rock 
pose, the guys in Sparta are doing their 
part to make America a better place. 
When they aren't rocking out, the 
band does what they can to encourage 
their fans to become politically aware 
and get out to the voting polls. 
Your website contains a link to presi-
dential candidate John Kerry's home-
page. What makes you include this 
on your site? Do you feel politics have 
a place in rock and roll? 
Jim Ward: Well, we're definitely a 
politically sided band. The main thing 
is to get our generation out to vote. We 
just put up a link for the candidate we 
think is the best vote. We sure as hell 
aren't going to advertise for Bush. In 
this election, we really don't have many 
options. 
The fact that Sparta is backing Kerry 
is a bit surprising. A lot of other bands 
and entertainers hop on the environ-
mentalist bandwagon and back 
Nader. 
Ward: Yeah well, I'm done with Nader 
too. He's going to take away votes from 
Kerry. I think he's being very childish 
about the whole election, saying things 
like "it's my right as an American to 
run." That may be the case, but he's 
going to blow if for himself and Kerry 
by dividing the vote. 
Do you notice a lot of anti-Bush sen-
timent in the US right now? 
Tony Hajjar: Yeah, there's plenty of 
anti-Bush sentiment, but there are also 
a lot of people that like him too. 
Ward: The Bush administration really 
thrives on fear. They make America 
scared of everybody in the Middle 
East. "Vote Bush because he's gonna 
kill 'em," is really the sentiment they 
push. 
Is the issue to get the youth out to 
vote for Kerry, or just to vote in gen-
eral? 
Hajjar: As U.S. citizens, we have a lot 
of freedom, and whatever we want to 
say, we can express it. You really can 
use your voice. So our main sentiment 
is that kids need to know they can use 
their voice. Even if it's against what we 
believe, they should use their voice 
because it's their right. 
Ward: The biggest thing is to have the 
biggest turnout of young voters ever. 
Is the whole Rock The Vote move-
ment taking off in the music commu-
nity? 
Ward: It's really diversifying. Russell 
Simmons has started a whole Hip Hop 
movement where he's actually getting 
Hip Hop anists to register to vote, 
which is mind-blowing. Hip Hop has 
never been very political, except of 
course for political Hip Hop. But now 
Russell Simmons is starting to get the 
whole scene going. You've got guys like 
LL Cool J getting people out to vote. I 
think MTV is doing an awesome job 
too. For all the harm they do in the 
world, they're doing some good too. 
You mean harm as in destroying 
attention spans? 
Ward: No, I mean harm as in ... not 
playing enough videos man! They're 
always playing TV shows when they 
should be playing music. 
Have you checked out the great 
Canadian music channel Much 
Music? 
Ward: Yeah, they've actually always 
been really great to us and shown us 
lots of support when they didn't really 
need to. 
I guess politics are everywhere, be it 
Presidential campaigns or music 
channels. 
Ward: Everything is politics man 
... everything! 
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Matt Good Live 
Trevor Hargreaves 
Music Fella 
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He may be known as an opinionated cur-
mudgeon, but when Matt Good staged a 
Canada Day promotional appearance at 
Richard's On Richards, he was anything 
but. After the untimely demise of the Matt 
Good Band, ol' Mr. Good took some time 
off to contemplate his craft. After a year 
off, Matty re-emerged on the Canadian 
musical landscape by forging ahead with a 
new musical direction and a solid solo 
album titled Avalanche. The album strayed 
away from the mid-nineties alt-rock format 
of his previous efforts, opting instead for a 
slower, more brooding approach. A year 
later, Good has returned with-yet another 
solo offering. His latest album titled White 
Light Rock & Roll creates a careful balance 
of his original style, mixed with his more 
recent down-tempo style. The result is an 
album of rocking material that dwells on 
intense subject matter. While the latest 
songs are rather intense, Good takes it all in 
a stride. Before playing his latest single 
"Alert Status Red," Good took a few seri-
ous, yet funny jabs at American foreign pol-
itics. Watching him launch an anti-war rant 
between sips of Molson beer (on Canada 
Day no less), was the true highlight of the 
evening. The remainder of the set list was a 
welkhosen mix of new and old. When all 
was said and done, Good came off as a 
musician showing both personal and musi-
cal growth. Expect him to be around to 
play many Canada Days in years to come. 
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Ninstints: The Haida Totem Poles 
of Anthony Island 
Lisa Terepocki 
OP Contributor 
I'm being watched. I see wide eyes 
ana sharp teeth but hear nothing 
except the rhythm of waves. The 
atmosphere of the past still clings to 
this cove, barely breathing, as I walk 
toward these ancient guardians. I 
wonder how long this ancient Haida 
village will be visible. 
Earlier in the day: it's around noon 
and our halibut crew of three is 
anchored in Rose Harbour. There's a 
gale blowing off of Cape St. James. 
the southernmost tip of BC's Queen 
Charlotte Islands, so we are seeking 
refuge in this sheltered part of 
Kunghir Island. On the VHF radio 
we call out to "Old Squaw" a few 
, times and wait for a response. We 
hear nothing, bur after a minute, we 
see a woman waving her arms from 
the door of a tiny cottage on the 
beach. Susan Cohen's welcoming us 
to her horne. 
Cohen has lived in Rose Harbour 
since 1983. Raised in New York City, 
she travelled to the Queen Charlotte 
Islands at the age of 25, fell in love 
with the archipelago and stayed. 
After spending a few years fishing 
halibut and roaming around the 
islands, Cohen settled in Rose 
Harbour with three other people 
and, out of the remains of an aban-
doned whaling station in the har-
bour, built her home. 
We take our skiff to shore to be 
greeted by Cohen, a tall, thin woman 
with long brown hair and kind eyes. 
She is close to 50 years old, but her 
gait and energy make her seem 30. 
Wearing gumboots, jogging pants, 
and a thick woolen sweater, she fits 
into this wild, mossy landscape per-
fectly. There is smoke wafting from 
the chimney of her house, and 
Cohen escons us in for a cup of 
homemade ginger tea. 
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After lengthy negotiations with our 
host, we come to an agreement: 
Cohen will take us over to Skung 
Gwaii to see Ninstints, the ancient 
Haida village, if we provide fresh hal-
ibut for dinner and hand over any ice 
cream we have on the boat. 
In 1775, at the time of first contact 
with Europeans, it is estimated that 
6,000 Haida lived in dozens of vil-
lages on the Queen Charlotte 
Islands, and probably another 3,000 
lived in what is now southeastern 
Alaska. By 1880, the population 
dwindled to around 300 living in 
only two villages, Masser and 
Skidegate, because of a series of 
smallpox epidemics. The Haida peo-
ple who inhabited the territories in 
the southern Queen Charlotte 
Islands and occupied Ninsrints were 
known as the Kunghit Haida. 
Skung Gwaii Village is better 
known today as "Ninstints," the 
name of the chief of one of the vil-
lages. Because it is located in a shel-
tered bay and further protected by a 
rocky inlet facing the village, about 
20 totem poles and the base of a 
longhouse still remain, making 
Ninsrints the last surviving Haida 
village and by far the largest collec-
tion of authentic totem poles. 
Traditionally an Eagle Crest location, 
Ninstints was horne to both Eagle 
and Raven families, since it was one 
of the larger Haida villages. In 1840, 
over 300 Haida lived here. 40 years 
later, only 30 people remained, due 
to smallpox brought by Europeans. 
Today there are no known direct 
descendants of Ninstints' villagers. 
On November 27, 1981, UNESCO 
(United Nations' Educational, 
Scientific, & Cultural Organization) 
declared Ninstints a world heritage 
site--a locale of importance to the 
history of humankind. 
After a wet 40-rninute ride to 
Skung Gwaii, we end up in a small 
cozy harbour on the north side. It is 
a secluded shore of green moss and 
huge, towering trees. The air feels 
thick and moist. As I get out of the 
skiff and balance on the rocks, huge, 
severe faces emerge from the tree 
trunks. I see the sharp teeth of black 
bears, the huge beaks of ravens, and 
the tall tapered hats of Haida watch-
men. Though the poles are weath-
ered and tilting, their dignity and 
majesty are profound. 
There are two kinds of totem poles 
still keeping guard: mortuary poles 
that held the remains of the 
Ninstints' chiefs, and frontal poles 
that were carved with the history and 
crests of the families that lived inside 
whichever longhouse's entrance each 
pole stood against. 
All ten mortuary poles still stand-
ing at Ninstints once held the 
remains of a chief in the coffin at the 
top. ''A year after their death, the 
chiefs' bodies were raised up to the 
tops and placed in the poles so that 
their spirits would be free to fly," says 
Carolyn Hesseltine, manager of 
Queen Charlotte City's Information 
Centre. "It's believed rhat long ago, 
before totem poles, the Haida would 
stick the bodies of their chiefs high 
up in the trees and leave them up 
there for the same reason." 
Frontal poles were not made to 
hold a chiefs remains but served as a 
testament to his wealth and ancestral 
history. "The two main families, or 
moieties, of the Kunghit Haida were 
the Ravens and the Eagles," explains 
Hesseltine. "If a Raven chief had 
accumulated enough wealth to build 
a house, then he would hire the 
carvers from the Eagle moiety to 
make a pole with the Raven crest on 
it. If an Eagle chief was building the 
house, the Ravens made the pole. 
This was a sign of friendship and 
trust between the two moieties." 
On the nine frontal poles still 
standing, there are eagles, ravens, 
killer whales, halibut, salmon, frogs, 
beavers, wolves, bears, humans, and 
even bears with upside-down 
humans m their mouths. 
Unfortunately, no one knows exactly 
the story behind these poles. "Totem 
poles can't be read like books," 
explains George MacDonald, 
anthropologist and director of 
Seattle's Burke Museum of Natural 
History & Culture. "It's impossible 
to know what each totem pole really 
means without knowing the history 
of the people and the family that 
owned it. And we'll never know 
those details because Ninstints was so 
quickly wiped out by disease. " 
At one point, when the village of 
Ninstints thrived, there were approx-
imately 30 totem poles and 20 long-
houses. "Back then the poles were 
painted. The lips of animals would've 
been brown or black," says 
Hesseltine. "Tongues would be 
bright red." 
Now, all that colours the poles are 
a few green seedlings sprouting out 
from a split in the worn cedar. I wan-
der over to three that are standing 
together in front of the thick green 
forest. On one of the poles, a raven's 
beak has broken off, and two crea-
tures on the bottom have eroded 
beyond distinction. The other two 
poles here are mortuaries, and the 
tops that once served as coffins for 
the chiefs' bodies are now rotting 
wooden cavities. 
Apart from the Ninstints totem 
poles, anthropologists know of only 
Continued on Pg 25 
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two authentic village poles, one at 
Skedans Village site on Louise 
Island, and one on Chaatl Island. 
Both these islands are north of 
Anthony Island, situated in the 
middle of the archipelago. 
Ninstints village is located on the 
north side of Anthony Island. All 
that you can see from the south end 
is the endless Pacific Ocean. 
"These poles have gone through 
storm after storm. The winters here 
are ruthless," says Hesseltine. 
"Visitors can usually only get to the 
island between late March and early 
October. The winds are too much 
for a boat to handle, and it's just so 
cold and wet." Since Anthony 
Island is such an isolated location, 
visitors have to be flown into Rose 
Harbour, and taken by boat from 
there. "Because the weather is nuts, 
few pilots are willing to fly to Rose 
Harbour in the winter, especially 
January," says Hesseltine. 
When winter is over and the 
winds have turned to a fresh breeze, 
Haida native and Parks Canada 
employee Barb Wilson returns to 
Ninstints to take care of the poles. 
"Sometimes trees or branches near-
by will fall," says Wilson. 
"Incredibly, logs floating on the 
ocean are swept far up the shore, 
near the poles, too." It's hard to 
imagine waves powerful enough to 
thrust a log 40 feet up the shore. If 
on this serene shoreline the weather 
can be that dramatic, the south end 
that faces open ocean must become 
ferocious. 
The biggest problem Wilson deals 
with in preserving the poles is para-
sitic trees and plants. "Birds often 
come sit on the poles and poop. 
Then you end up with an alder seed 
sitting on the moist red cedar pole, 
and within no time a little tree is 
growing," says Wilson. "The longer 
this sprout has to grow on its nurse 
log (the pole), the bigger the split, 
and the more moisture gets to the 
middle and rots the pole." 
To keep parasitic plants and trees 
from taking over the site, BC Parks' 
Haida Watchmen (Ninstints' care-
takers) remove any trees and plants 
that are too close to the poles. "We 
try to keep the other trees of the for-
est a ways away, just so seeds don't 
fall directly on the poles. That could 
create too much work. We'd have 
seedlings sprouting all the time if 
we didn't," says Wilson. "Salal also 
grows like crazy at the base of the 
poles. That stuff is the plant we love 
to hate. It has such strong roots, but 
its leaves are a dark glossy green. It 
adds such drama to Ninstints." 
In the efforts to preserve the 
poles, no chemicals are used. 
Through careful study, scientists 
found the environment itself to be a 
self-sustaining agent for successful 
conservation. Apart from removing 
parasitic foliage, just enough trees 
are left in place to provide an ade-
quate wind break, subtle draining 
ditches surround the site, and due 
to increased sunlight, ultraviolet 
rays destroy much of the moss and 
lichens that grows on the poles. 
"These measures are a great help 
in preserving the site," says 
MacDonald. "But it's true that the 
poles are in their final stage of dete-
rioration." 
No one knows for sure how long 
the poles can last in their natural 
location. "I guess we're all hoping 
for some miracle technology to keep 
this village from rotting away," says 
Wilson. 
Features 
Black clouds are rolling in from 
the sea, so Cohen says we've got to 
return to Rose Harbour before the 
rain and wind come. But as we get 
into the skiff, she eyes a log gently 
rocking with the shoreline's waves. 
Cohen takes a few minutes to tie a 
rope around the yellow cedar so she 
can tow it home to dry out for fire-
wood. She climbs into the skiff, 
pushes us with the paddle to deeper 
waters, and starts the motor. My 
skipper, deck mate, and I all stare at 
the village until the poles are out of 
sight. 
Visiting Anthony Island can be a bit 
of a challenge. First, you can only 
get there by boat and air. To visit the 
poles, you must get advanced per-
mission, and receive an orientation 
from the Haida Watchmen. To do 
this phone 1-800-HELLO-BC 
from March 15 onwards until Fall. 
Orientations run three times a day. 
Because the ancient site is so fragile 
there's a maximum of 1700 visitors 
allowed every year. 
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Woodlands at the Qayqayt 
Tom Mellish 
OP Contributor 
The traditional territory of the Qayqayt First 
Nation Band No. 566, the New Westminster 
Indian Band, is being threatened. BC Buildings 
Corporation (BCBC) has hired Onni Management 
Services to develop the historic site, without con-
_,. 
suiting the Qayqayt First Nation on the use of their 
traditional territory. Also, BCBC has rejected the 
idea of using the site as the band's new land-base, 
and education and cultural centre. Instead, the 
crown corporation has opted for a community that 
is culturally, if not racially, segregated. If the 
Qayqayt seek to block construction, the courts may 
support their territorial right, which could create a 
staggering financial loss. 
The provincial government has displaced 
Woodlands residents, and rezoned the prime real 
estate, selling it to condo developers Onni 
Development Capital Corporation for $18.3 mil-
lion. The massive waterfront property, five minutes 
from the Sky Train, is likely to be worth upwards of 
$100 million. There is no indication that there will 
be any affordable family housing on the site, 
despite both a provincial policy on the use of 
provincial land for affordable housing and New 
Westminster's own Housing Strategy. 
The plan to develop the 64 to 65 acres of "his-
toric" (1878-1996) Woodlands into a Euro-style 
village was unanimously passed at the fourth and 
final reading in 2002. 
The developers will undoubtedly benefit from 
the Woodlands site, and the endeavour will most 
likely employ many people. Yet, their job security 
could be threatened. 
Onni intends to develop the property in four 
phases over the next eight years, with the bulk of 
public amenities scheduled for construction in the 
first stages. 
BCBC heralds this village as "vibrant" and "fully 
modern," honouring the European history of the 
site and reflecting New Westminster's culturally 
exclusive character. BCBC was awarded the PIBC 
Award of Excellence for Site Planning and Design 
for the Woodlands redevelopment plan. The 
awards jury found that the plan supports municipal 
and regional goals of creating complete communi-
ties by locating residential uses near commercial 
and recreational opportunities. The development 
also respects the site's history by "preserving and re-
adapting heritage assets." 
As of yet the Sto:lo village site, Skaiametl, does 
not have heritage designation. Will there be an 
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investigation of the trees to see if any are culturally 
modified trees? Will the Woodlands project be 
wary of the potential archaeological finds at this 
ancient heritage site? Will the heritage of the 
Qayqayt be observed, respected, and encouraged? 
Will the Qayqayt First Nation be invited to partic-
ipate in the management of traditional lands? 
The problems currently facing the Qayqayt are 
that of acknowledgement, preservation, and 
financing. The municipality still has not acknowl-
edged the heritage rights, let alone the territorial 
rights of the Qayqayt; the city is more bent on pre-
serving white colonialism than First Nations needs. 
Here is an archaeological site, potentially thou-
sands of years old. There are no signposts to point 
out where the historical villages are and no maps, 
for it has become an issue swept under the carpet. 
Preservation of these sites is, perhaps, beyond hope. 
Yet no one has ruled out the potential for the pos-
sibility. Such endeavours would bring tourists, for 
the First Nation cultures are revered and respected 
internationally; their art, language, and beliefs 
make a more mature and well-defined place of 
British Columbia. 
Being in an urban setting, the Qayqayt are tech-
nically land poor, though the results of their even-
tual land treaty will be financial compensation. 
With this advantage, the Qayqayt will have the 
option to purchase; thus, it is propitious for both 
the municipality and province to approach the 
Qayqayt as potential business partners. Showing 
respect in order to cultivate this relationship would 
be advantageous, for they will be coming into a siz-
able sum of money. 
Since 1997, Chief Rhonda Larrabee has been 
lobbying for a land-base at the Woodlands site. The 
Qayqayt cannot start a land claim without a land-
base. The government requires a $200,000 feasibil-
ity study before such land can be given. Chief 
Larrabee charges that her band has not been 
included at any phase of the Woodlands project, 
and that traditional lands are being developed 
without consultation. Rather than hold the lands 
in trust until the completion of the feasibility 
study, the site will undergo alterations that will 
drastically alter its feasibility. When the minimum 
land needed for a land-base, Larrabee felt that 
Woodlands' 45 acres would be sufficient but was 
uncertain what would be available by the time 
Onni is done with it. The government must return 
the land-base; it cannot be purchased for it is part 
of the Land Claim process. 
Continued: Pg 27 
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Woodlands at the Qayqayt Continued: 
Even if the site becomes unfeasible, Onni still 
faces the ethical dilemma of First Nations inclu-
sion in the development of traditional lands. The 
developers owe a fiduciary duty to the Qayqayt, 
much like they did the Taku River 11iDait and the 
H""'aad&. These two First N.a:ions cite the 
Ddgamuukw case and ~ to~tely 
block construction on lands that are known to be 
part of their heritage. In contrast to the 
Woodlands Project, the Rapid Transit Project 
2000 included an assessment that Chief Larrabee 
was invited to be a par 
in the area of New Wc:sQl~&Q,.CI.iPJtakt! 
traditional lands we•~II01~ 
BC's Land claiiBS 
ting up treaties, as wutl'llollt• ........ 
ly the lands still belong to tM!iri:Siiii 
who lived upon them. 
treaties cost the province 
and could continue to do 10. 
T}Jis move by the BC 
could be viewed as 
manoeuvre at the expen!IC Culnares, 
or as a sign of t:he racial bias that stillljrlgers from 
the Indian Act and its agenda of cultu.ral assimila-
tion. The financial gamble being pushed ahead is 
that there will be no question regarding the sacri-
fice of traditional and/or environmental sites. The 
BC government stands to lose thousands to mil-
lions to billions if the Qayqayt decid to block 
development of the Woodlands site, and yet seems 
oblivious of the road they're driving on. 
What the Qayqayt t is not only inclusion in 
the development, but a land-base. They want the 
preservation of heritage sites such as the Skaiametl 
village, the Qayqayt village, and the Skuthiqel vil-
lage. They want publi awareness of their history, 
heritage, and traditions. With this, the First 
Nation can proceed with its Land Claim and 
define its borders, With this, the Qayqayt can 
come into a working relationship with New 
Westminster. 
What the Onni and BCBC want is to complete 
the Woodlands project, make money, and do a 
good job. They don't want a black mark on their 
names. Both of these organizations and their 
employees have the power to lobby the govern-
ment for change. 
New Westminster has a chance to take a step 
forward, a step away from the monoculture of 
colonization. Hopefully these are simply over-
sights and not symptomatic of a trend, a hangover 
from the racism of the colonial period. 
Hopefully the city, the developers, and the 
province, can sway the federal government to do 
the right thin& and qke auaends lOt ~t 
\Wtings. It is only a matter of time before the 
Qayqayt receive what is rightfully theirs, but it 
could be done now with courtesy and respect. 
Wouldn't it be grand if the project 
were renamed, perhaps with a · 
name? What a wonderful thing to 
Jhe Qayqayt village, Skaiamecl, 
Pl~." 
Feature s 
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,. Colin Miley I hagbard@ tel us .net 
Where We Stand: 
A Canada Day Look at Canadian Sports . 
Colin Miley 
Sports Editor 
Canada has long been internationally 
renowned for rwo things: the niceness 
of its citizens, and the toughness of its 
hockey players. But we are more than 
that. We are lacrosse. We are curling. 
We are three-down football and five-
pin bowling. Nine tenths of our 
nation is freezing three quarters of the 
time, and that makes us proud. We 
have had the world's fastest humans 
rwice in the last 16 years. Okay, sure, 
one of them was a yellow-eyed, roid-
rager with deltoids the size of PEl, 
but do you remember how you felt 
when Ben Johnson crossed the finish 
line in 9.79 seconds? The entire 
country stood and cheered, just as we 
buckled and felt much shame when 
the gold was later stripped for steroid 
abuse. We are a land of space, with 
more trees than people (barely). 
I just realized that I sound like one 
of those Molson Canadian commer-
cials (Ack). 
The following is a compendium of 
Canadian sports, our successes and 
failures, as seen by me. 
Hockey: Where else could I start? 
The 1972 Summit Series is viewed by 
many as one of Canada's finest hours. 
Not Canadian hockey's finest hours, 
but "Canada's" finest hours. If you are 
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Canadian, you've heard the words 
"Henderson took a wild stab at it and 
fell-here's another shot at it-right 
in front ... he scores! Henderson!" I 
recently watched the DVD box set of 
all eight games. The Russians were 
clearly the more skilled team, and 
Bobby Clarke besmirched Canada's 
good name when he broke Valeri 
Kharlamov's ankle with a vicious rwo-
handed slash. Kharlamov was the best 
player on either team for most of the 
series, and things may well have gone 
differently had Clarke not assaulted 
him. Still, 32 years later, I swelled 
with pride as I watched the Canadian 
team battle back to win the series. 
Phil Esposito was an absolute warrior. 
Canada has more players in the NHL 
than any other nation. Those players 
are all tough, skilled, and understand 
that they've got to "keep banging," or, 
"give it 110 percent," or, "take the 
body." Our Women's team is crazy 
good too. We rule at hockey. 
Curling: Canadian teams are 
perennial favorites at any and all 
World Curling Championships. 
Now, I'm all for a good bonspiel, but 
I get the feeling that Canada is basi-
cally the only country that really tries 
at curling. Still, I believe that it is a 
uniquely Canadian thing to get all 
fired up any time somebody yells 
"sweep," or "hurry hard." Those 
terms are as Canadian as a double 
double from Tim Ho's. Plus, Randy 
Ferbey and Kelly Law both have 
wicked names, eh? 
Running really fast: I've already 
covered the national shame we suf-
fered after Ben Johnson was stripped 
of his gold at the Seoul Olympics in 
1988. Can we collectively forgive Ben 
now that four of the top five finishers 
from that race Qohnson, Carl Lewis, 
Linford Christie, and Dennis 
Mitchell) are all proven juicers? It 
would be the Canadian (read: nice) 
thing to do. Donovan Bailey never 
got caught, and he was the bomb 
throughout the 90s. Johnson and 
Bailey are transplanted Canadians, 
both having been born in Jamaica 
and immigrated to Canada. Maybe 
Jamaicans are the ones that actually 
rule at running really fast? Naw, but 
now that we lack a bona fide men's 
threat, sprinting has fallen from the 
national spotlight. That's okay 
though, because Track and Field 
kinda sucks anyway. Except long dis-
tance running. That's really, re_ally 
hard. 
Football: The CFL is damn excit-
ing. Where else can you see football 
played on a field that is as wide as an 
airstrip, and as long as Canada's win-
ter? The huge field, coupled with the 
fact that you only get three downs to 
get a first down, makes for more pass-
ing and excitement. Sure, the US 
views the CFL as a league for 
wannabes and has-beens, but who 
cares? We know it rules, and unlike 
American football, it's actually possi-
ble to take your kids to a game with-
out having to apply for a loan. And 
the Grey Cup is a way better looking 
trophy than the Vince Lombardi 
Trophy (aka the Super Bowl). On the 
down side, American college football 
kicks ass on the CIS. 
Basketball: Although we like to 
remember that basketball's inventor 
was Canadian (Dr. James Naismith), 
we suck at basketball. Our best play-
er, Steve Nash, is an undersized white 
point guard. 'Nuff said. We suck at 
basketball. 
Baseball: We have the Expos and 
Bluejays. The Jays did win back-to-
hack championships in the 90s, but 
none of the key contributors were 
Canadian (was Rance Mulliniks 
Canadian?). Ferguson Jenkins, Larry 
Walker, and Eric Gagne are about as 
good as it gets for us. Tlie Expos are 
going to move soon, leaving the Jays 
as our lone major league Canadian 
representative. And Toronto is nine 
tenths American anyway. Toronto 
sucks worse than Canada does · at 
baseball and basketball combined. 
Auto Racing: We have Paul Tracy, 
Jacques Villeneuve, and Alex Tagliani, 
among others, at the top of the racing 
world. Big deal. Car racing is not a 
sport. They're driving cars for Christ's 
sake. Throwing bocce takes more 
skill. 
Bingo: Although technically also 
not a sport, we are wicked good at 
bingo. Every Canadian town has at 
least one bingo night per week, and 
most have a bingo hall. If you're won-
dering why bingo is on this list, try 
playing six cards at once. Old ladies 
and chain-smoking drunks rule the 
bingo scene. It's got its own language 
(that I don't understand), and even 
the kids love it. You don't hear them 
going around saying, "there was a dog 
that had a name, and 'Auto Racing' 
was its name-o," do you? It's Bingo, 
baby. Bingo was his name-o. 
Boxing: Lennox Lewis screwed all 
of Canada over when he changed his 
citizenship to British. That leaves 
George Chevalo as our greatest fight-
er. Or maybe Willie Pep. Or, was it 
Donny "The Golden Boy" Lalonde? 
Aurturo Gatti? Again, we suck at box-
mg. 
Wrestling: Two words, Daniel 
lgali. We rule. Plus, Canadians rule 
theWWE. 
Here in Canada we have universal 
medical coverage, gay marriage rights, 
and we don't put people in jail for 
smoking pot. There are too many rea-
sons "Why Canada Rules" to men-
tion here. Outside of hockey, curling, 
and bingo, though, sports ain't really 
one of 'em. Happy Canada Day. 
Compiled, with love, by us for you 
CF Miley, Sports Editor 
Sports 
This last year, Douglas College hosted the "Wellness Contest," based on doing little things to promote 
personal wellness each and every day. Wellness is more than simply working out. It is the product of a 
healthy mind, body, and spirit working together to create a balanced lifestyle. The following is a list-
taken from the Douglas College contest list-of 25 things you can do for yourself today to get on the 
rood to personal wellness. Whaddya waiting for? Get out there and get going, ya lazy sod. 
1 • Hike, bike, or run the seawall. 13 • Quit your "diet" and eat good healthy food for a week. 
2 • Swim laps. 14 • Drink 6-8 glasses of water per day. 
3. Attend a theatre event. 15 • If you smoke, take at least one day off from , ur habit. 
4 • Park at the farthest p in away from your destination in a 'Parking lot. 1 6 . Do not watch TV for one ay. 
5 • Give up caffei e for a week. musiC. 
6 . Repot plant. • Do s ,mething nice for someone who won't know who did it. 
7 . Hike Grouse Mountain. 
9 • Interact with a yoga, stretchin , relaxation, or tai chi se Sion or video. 21. Donate blood. 
1 0 • Read a book on humour. 2 2 • Spend time today in a spiritual endeavour. 
11 • Take a self-defense class. 2 3 • Work in your yard or garden. 
12 • Start or continue keeping a compost pile. 24 • Clean up litter from a stretch of roadway. 
2 5 • Start or continue keeping a journal. 
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The Soccer News 
Kevin Welsh 
OP Contributor 
After crashing out of the 2003 Gold Cup at the hands of Cuba, there 
are few who would have argued that Team Canada needed a change. 
Outgoing coach Holger Osieck did do a lot for Canadian soccer: a 
2000 Gold Cup Championship; a 3rd place finish in the 2002 Gold 
Cup; qualification to the Confederations Cup; an invitation to the 
Copa America; results against powerful nations, including Brazil (0-
0), Mexico (0-0 and 2-1 ), South Korea (2-1), Costa Rica (1-0), 
Colombia (2-0) and Switzerland (3-1 ): a revamping of our technical 
and Provincial coaching systems; and (through Osieck's impressive 
network of contacts) high-end friendlies against Germany, Scotland, 
and the Czech Republic. 
Osieck also (excuse me while I find my other list) ostracized 
numerous players (Paul Peschisolido, Tomasz Radzinski, Marc 
Bircham, Mark Watson, Jim Brennan, etc.) through ruling with an 
iron fist; rarely scheduling games on home soil; and coaching on the 
side to embarrassing losses against Malta, Estonia, and Cuba. 
With the naming of Frank Yallop-the former Canadian, Ipswich 
Town, and Tampa Bay Mutiny defender-as new head coach, the 
positive changes in approach, style, and player relations are already 
plain to see. Thus far, the most encouraging sign was Canada's 8-0 
cumulative thrashing of tiny Belize over two preliminary World Cup 
Qualifying games in Kingston, ON. Where Osieck had little choice 
but to field A-League players such as Martin Nash, Nick Dasovic, 
Nevio Pizzolitto, and Carl Fletcher one year earlier against Germany, 
Yallop managed to pull together one of Canada's strongest ever 
squads to face Belize along with exhibitions against Wales (1-0 loss) 
and the San Jose Earthquakes (3-1 win). 
The sight of Peschisolido, Radzinski, Bircham, Brennan, 
Watson, and newcomers Patrice Bernier and Ante Jazic playing and 
clicking with regulars Jason DeVos, Paul Stalteri, Dwayne de Rosario, 
and lain Hume was a sight for sore eyes-as was the killer instinct 
against Belize. It has been a long time since Canada thoroughly dom-
inated an opponent they should have, instead of playing down to 
their level of competition. 
Yallop's solid planning will likely increase his popularity with 
Canadian players. A series of upcoming games in Vancouver against 
British clubs Millwall and Hearts of Midlothian will see Canada rep-
resented by domestic A-League players, offering an opportunity to 
shine for Whitecaps players such as Nash, Dasovic, Carlo Corazzin, 
Davide Xausa, Jason Jordan, Jeff Clarke, and Johnny Sulentic. 
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Players are once again excited to play for Canada. Even Radzinski, 
our lone world-class striker who traditionally has had a fragile rela-
tionship with Canadian soccer, has committed to be involved in all of 
Canada's qualifying games. This is a good thing as 
Canada's road to Germany 2006 is about to get a lot tougher. While 
Mexico was all but gifted a spot in the final qualification round by 
being drawn into a group with Trinidad and Tobago, St. Vincent and 
the Grenadines, and St. Kitts and Nevis, Canada will have to face a 
trio of tough Central American opponents: Costa Rica, Honduras, 
and Guatemala. However, with a full compliment of players to 
choose from, hopes for Canada to advance to the final round are high 
and not out of place. 
Marc Crawford surprised practically every Vancouver hockey play-
er and fan by starting Alex Auld in net for both games. Auld was solid 
in net, and only some bad bounces prevented him from winning both 
contests. 
Auld also got the nod for game seven, which is currently holding 
the second spot-behind only game seven vs. New York for the 
Stanley Cup in 1994-as the most crushing of the many defeats I've 
witnessed over the years. Having the Canucks look to be all but done, 
with Ed Jovonovski in the box for two minutes, down a goal, the 
remaining seconds ticking quickly off the game clock, only to tie the 
game with six freaking seconds left, sent my heart in palpitations. 
This sweet high lasted exactly one minute and 31 seconds of hockey 
time, until yet another goal-crashing Calgary Flame dashed any hopes 
Vancouver fans had of a long playoff run. 
The quick game winner was an ironically fitting end to a roller 
coaster season that saw the Canucks go from the penthouse (leading 
the NHL in points two months into the season) to the outhouse 
(multi-game losing streaks and the Bertuzzi incident), back to the 
penthouse (winning the division on the last day of the season), only 
to settle for a fourth floor apartment, facing the alley, with the same 
old view I've been staring at for my whole life. 
Fear not fair 'Nucks fans, next year is another chance to make like 
the Jeffersons, and get to "movin' on up." That is, unless labour strife 
puts a figure-four leg lock on NHL hockey. When the puck does 
drop, I'll be there with bells on, yelling, "Go'_Nucks!" 
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The BC Highland Games 
Kim Meier 
David Lam Representative 
If you've read up on your Canadian history, you know we're not all about the 
British and French. Many other nations were here for the founding of this 
rather large country, including the Scottish. Along with their funny hats, 
skirts, plaid, and haggis, the Scottish brought their traditions. 
One such tradition was a competition. In the early 1000s, the King of 
Scotland began hosting games. Winners would be honoured with positions in 
the King's personal guard. Since then, these games have been continued, 
whether as celebrations of victory or commemorations of events. 
June 26 of this year marked the 73rd annual BC Highland Games, put on 
by the.l.Jnited Scottish Cultural Society. This celebration of Scottish Heritage 
included athletic competitions, dances, and whiskey tasting. Participants 
could be seen tossing hammers, weights, cabers, sheaves, and Braemar stones. 
Bagpipes and drums could be heard miles from the event's site, Coquidam 
Town Centre. There was also an Old English Car Show, a Clan March, and 
my personal favorite: a beer tent. 
For more information on the Highland Games and for links to other 
Scottish Heritage sites, visit <www.bchighlandgames.com>. 
Classifieds 
Ad Manager I ads@otherpress.ca 
Students advertise for free! 
For free student classifieds 
up to 30 words, email: 
the_editor57@hotmail.com 
with your name, student 
number, desired section, and 
pur "classified" in the subject 
line. 
Fast Cash Ads 3 lines 3 
times for $20 (30 words 
max). Open rate of $5 per 
line. Enquiries: call our 
advertising manager at 
604.525.3542. 
Pictures 
Classifieds pictures are $10 
each printing for all of the 
above categories. The picture 
size is 3.5cm x 2.5cm, black 
and white. 
When placing an ad please 
remember. .. 
All ads must be received by 
Thursday to be published in 
the following Wednesday's 
paper. Check your ad for 
errors and please call or 
email our offices to report 
any corrections. To ensure 
the integrity of our student 
newspaper, we reserve the 
right to revise, reclassify, 
edit, or refuse your ad. 
Announcements 
20th annual World Partnership 
Walk 
<www.worldpartnershipwalk.co 
m> seeks Green Team 
Volunteers, for organizing com-
mittee or Walk day, to reduce 
environmental impact of hosting 
the Walk on Sunday May 30, 
2004. Contact Rahim: 
rahimvalli@shaw.ca or 
604.939.3622 
Automobiles 
1993 Jeep Grand Cherokee. V-8, 
5.2 Litre. Automatic transmis-
sion. Red body, grey interior. Air 
cared. Bridgestone tires (200 1). 
Trailer package. Ski rack. One 
owner. 
No accidents. $5,200. 
604.525.1707 
1989 Isuzu Trooper II. Manual 
transmission. Gray 4x4 with 
roof rack. Great off-road, the 
Box that rocks. Asking $4,200 
Call 604.472.0091 
For Sale 
Home and Study Furniture 
Black study desk with seven 
drawers, $25 
Black dresser with gold trim and 
drawers, $30 
Two Computer chair mats (pro-
tect carpet), $5 each 
Sectional Sofa with Hide-a-Bed 
and lots of cushions, $225 
Sofa, $65 
All furniture is used bur in great 
shape 
Business/cell call 604.562.6452 
Housing 
SUBLET AVAILABLE 
One private, furnished room in 
a 2-BR bsmt-suite in West 
Coquiclam for June (about a 10-
min bus from Braid station). 
Close to restaurants, etc. $330 
incl. Uti!. Call 778.228.4888 
Beautiful ocean view home w/4 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, living 
room, dinning room, kitchen, 
rec room, furnished, quiet Port 
Moody cul-de-sac. Available 
$1500 per month 
June 16-Dec 26, 2004 
604.469.7824 
I Saw You 
You: Glasses, Tom Robbins book 
Me: Trying not to stare at you 
by the smoking doors on the 
afternoon of June 22 
I have classes every Tuesday. I'd 
love to stare at you some more. 
Services 
Vancouver Support Group for 
Students 
Every alternate Friday 7-9pm 
RM 4310 
Contact: Mary Rose Labandelo 
604.526.1735 
Wanted 
Musicians Wanted for an all 
female R&B/jazz/pop band. 
Needed for upcoming gigs and 
future demo project. Please con-
tact 604.838.6273 for more 
information. 
Sports 
+ canadian Red Cross 
Authorized Provider 
Deli' ering quality First Aid 
training for over 12 years 
Courses offered: 
- Standard First Aid/ CPR C 
-CPRC 
- C Recert 
- ChildSafe 
- First Aid Instructor School 
Courses at Douglas College 
New Westminster Campus 
Best competitive rates 
Call:604-644-4709 
Check: www.vital-link.ca 
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